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By Katie Hunt

HONG KONG (MNI) - China's landmark move to widen its currency's trading band could trigger
more volatility among Asian currencies, but the yuan's pull on regional exchange rates is likely to
be limited given weakening expectations for sustained appreciation of the renminbi, analysts say.

In the past, band widening has been positive for Asian currencies, particularly the Malaysian
ringgit, deemed by some as a proxy for the yuan, but Mitul Kotecha, head of foreign exchange
research at Credit Agricole said a direct impact was less likely this time around.

"I don't think other Asian central banks view this move as necessarily allowing more
appreciation," said Kotecha.

More likely, he added, Beijing's decision to double the trading band to 1% reflects a belief among
China's leaders that its currency is nearing its equilibrium level.

It's a view shared to a certain extent by global investors, who have lowered their expectations for
appreciation given slowing Chinese growth and a narrower current account surplus.

Certainly, the days since the band widening have seen an unspectacular performance by the yuan
against the dollar -- deliberately so, according to analysts who believe the Chinese government
remains averse to market volatility.

The yuan is trading at 6.3026, not far off Friday's close at 6.3030, while the ringgit was trading at
3.0573 to the dollar versus 3.0633 on Friday.

"If Asian central banks do see more appreciation from China, then I think they will allow their
currencies to strengthen more too but so far the impact has been muted," Kotecha said.

Paul Mackel, head of Asian FX research at HSBC, said that allowing the yuan to trade in a greater
range will cause other Asian currencies to trade with greater volatility.

He said the Taiwan dollar, Malaysian ringgit and the Korean won are most likely to be affected
given their stronger correlations with dollar/yuan rate.

"The renminbi acts like an anchor for other Asian FX and I think it's likely we'll see a transfer of
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volatility to other Asian currencies," Mackel said.

However, he added that the yuan is likely to have less of a sway over the broader direction of
regional exchange rates now it is nearing its market value and regional currencies could trade with
less uniformity in the future.

HSBC expects the yuan to appreciate by only 2% in 2012 to end the year at 6.18 yuan per dollar.

While expectations for China's currency may be cooling, other Asian currencies are still expected
to appreciate in 2012.

Credit Agricole expects the Indonesian rupiah, Korean won and the Indian rupee to see the
strongest performance, with gains of between 4% and 7%, while HSBC favours the Korean won,
Singapore dollar and Malaysian ringgit.

"I am positive on dollar strength against the majors but I think the dollar will be weaker against
emerging market currencies, largely because improving fundamentals that will attract more capital
flows," said Kotecha.

However, other analysts argue that the case for currency appreciation is less clear cut than in
previous years as many Asian economies ease monetary policy to spur growth.

Resurgent oil prices pose a risk, with higher oil import bills likely to weigh on many Asian
countries, as do concerns about China's growth outlook following weaker than expected first
quarter economic growth. Asia is responsible for as many exports to China as the US.

Robert Minikin, a senior foreign exchange analyst at Standard Chartered, said Asian currencies
may see stronger gains in the second half when fears about global growth are likely to have eased.

"There's been clear ebbing of inflationary pressures in Asia and Europe remains a wild card,"
Minikin said.

And while Asia's relatively buoyant growth makes it an attractive destination for investors
struggling with low yields in the US and Europe, many Asian central banks fear these investment
flows may disappear if global risk aversion spikes again and slowing local currency appreciation.

"The Korean won has seen strong capital inflows so the fuel is there for a powerful appreciation
but I think the central bank is concerned about hot money," Minikin said.
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